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[PRE]IGNITION
WHERE?
92,960,000 miles away.*

WHEN?
Eight minutes ago!

WHAT?!?!

* Or 149,600,000 kilometers.

Energy, that's what -the ability of a system
to do work!

"Work" in this instance
is exerting force on

another system from
a distance --- even a huge
distance like that
betweEn Earth
and our sun!

That force transfers
energy from one
system to another -like light from a sun
to a planet!
That light takes eight
minutes at the speEd
of, uh, y'know, light,
to reach Earth … but
not alL of it makes
it to the planet's
surface.

A lot of it
bounces ofF
the upPer
part of the
atmosphere--

-- and more gets
absorbed on the way
down by a motley crew
of water vapor, carbon
dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide and ozone
-- what we like to calL

"The GreEnhouse Gang!"

Light absorbed by
greEnhouse gases
warms the Earth -- and
this, among many other
factors, is what makes
our planet ideal for
supPorting life!

Plants evolved to
transform some of
the light that escapes
the greEnhouse layer
into sugars and
carbohydrates via
photosynthesis!

(That's -- yes -another transfer
of energy betweEn
systems!)

Animals evolved

to capture those
stored nutrients
for themselves by
eating said plants!
(…and another
transfer…)

Other animals

evolved to snag

those nutrients for

themselves by eating

those animals!

AlL this energy -from that single

beam of sunlight!

But it doesn't
end there!
That energy inside
plants and animals
doesn't just vanish
when they die.

TrapPed milLions of
years in the ground,
those biological
materials transform
into a rich variety of

hydrocarbons.

Humans learned how
to harnesS these
"fosSil fuels" in the
19th and 20th
centuries…

…and ignited the fire
of technological
advancement that built
the modern world as
we know it today!

But no form of
energy ever
disapPears
entirely.

The inefFicient
burning of those
fuels release
certain chemicals
into the atmosphere
-- bulking up the
greEnhouse layer --

-- with consequences
unimaginable to those
who first pulLed oil,
coal and natural gas
from the Earth!

Do not be
alarmed,

beloved
customers!

You are
about to hear
an extremely
large explosion!

That's just
your friends at
Dinosaur Energy

atTempting to

geo-engineEr the

Earth's climate!

We must
protect our

planet from
that traitor,
The Sun!

And we shalL
do so by enlisting
the aid of mankind's
best friend -our mighty
volcanoes!

Awright --

let them
nukes
drop!

We shalL purposefulLy
blow them up so they
may cover the globe in a
protective layer of ash
and deflect even more
light from the
atmosphere!
it's like
the Earth
is giving
herself a hug!
AwWwW!

And it's the only
way (we can think
of) to slow down
global warming,
with its freaky
weather and rising
sea levels --

-- which our
lawyers telL
us we humans
had nothing
to do with
whatsoever!

Nope! Uh-uh!
Wasn't us! it
was like this
when we got
here!

But, uh… You're
probably gonNa
wanNa cover
your ears!

Hey!

corpse-muncher
bites the
gravedust!

in, like…
T-minus 3
minutes!

Tuck?!
What's the
big idea?

AwWw

yeah! Another

Didn't you
hear the man
with the big voice,
Celine? The zombie
apocalypse
is coming---and I've got
to practice my
headshots!

Not that,
Brain-Rot!

You should
know betTer
than to fire
that thing at
anybody--

-- without

proper eye
protection!

WARNING;

but I wasn’t
aiming for your
eyes!

Always use fresh
mini-marshamalLows -when they're soft, they
create a betTer seal
against air leaks.

blow as fast
and as hard as
posSible to watch
that 'malLow
go!

Blowguns are traditional weapons in many indigenous
tribes throughout the world. The principles are simple:
The energy input comes from the muscles in your
respiratory system. Energy (or momentum in this case)
is transferred from the air being pushed out of your
lungs to the marshmallow being pushed through the
pipe.
How far the marshmallow will go will depend upon
how much momentum you can give to the
marshmallow before it exits the pipe. If there are
leaks around the edge of the marshmallow, then
your precious breath will be wasted as it leaks past
the projectile.
With their fine coating of powdered sugar, marshmallows have low friction,
so energy isn’t lost sliding against the tube!
If the pipe is too short you won’t have enough time to impart momentum.
If the pipe is too long, you won’t have enough air in your lungs to continue
to accelerate the marshmallow.
Experiment with the `optimum’ length of pipe for your lungs and style!

Moah wike
diii ombuh
huUlL ohH hoOb
aiihHh

"More like
this zombie is
fulL of hot
air!" HAH!

What?!

Okay, Tuck,
celine -playtime's
over … maybe
forever.

Let's go,
we're out of
time --

Aw, c'mon,
Ma -- this is
important
"doOmsday
training!"

Only if
post-apocalyptic
warfare wilL be
waged with a corn
syrup and
gelatin-based
desSert
treats.
Oh, like
you know it
won't!

No more
excuses -suit up!

Mom, Dad -- are you
sure we have to do
this? What about
my friends -my schoOl?

We have
Your father and I told
friends toO,
Dinosaur Energy this was a
honey -- and stupid plan -- but if they won't
work we're
listen to their top scientists,
leaving
what else can we do?
behind!

GeE, I don't
know … like,
convince

people there's
a betTer
way?

Maybe you're right.
ActualLy, I'm sure
you're right.
But you'lL

learn, Celine.
Being right

doesn't matTer
when you're
out of
time.

Just -promise me
something,
Celine.
You're
smart -maybe toO
smart for
your own
goOd,
sometimes.

What … what's
going to hapPen
to you?
Nothing.
I hope.
But -- watch
after your
brother. He
doesn't have the
self-control
you do.

Just -- if
anything hapPens -to your father or
me, in the midDle of
this crazinesS--

But
MoOoOom -- He's
not my real --

Promise.
Okay,
okay. GeEz.
I promise.

You're -scaring

me…

I'm
sorRy,
honey…

T-minus 30 seconds …
Get your celL phones
and cameras ready!
You're not gonNa
wanNa misS this!

Okay,
N.A.N.N.i.…

…maybe
I should
have scared
you more,
soOner…

Ten
seconds

before the

AlL paid for
by a minor
surcharge on your
energy bilL, alL
thanks to your
goOd budDies at

big show!

Dino-E!

…take us
down.

Zero!

Showti—

Miss
Celine?

Miss
Celine,
wake
up.
UghHh…
N.A.N.N.i.,
is that
you?

Yes, dearie,
so sorry
to disturb
you…

…and
interrupt
your
lessons...

Only… frag…
two hundred and
twelve more zombies…
Snork… Get the

…but we're
in something
of a sticky
wicket…

Humongous
BoOmstick®™…

what is
it? What's
hapPening?
Do Mom and
Dad know?

TUCK!!

Now that
you're finalLy
awake we can
find out!

AaAhHh!
What is it?
What's the
problem?

Our Emergency
Reserve Power is
down to twenty-five
percent! it will not
be long before
bunker systems are
rendered nonoperational.

your parents
made their
calculations as
best they could,
but there was an
unanticipated
drain on our
resources.

What? We're
out of fuel?
How is that
posSible?

WelL -Okay. Okay…
What do
Mom and Dad
think we
should do?

That's …
that's
just it.

I awoke your
parents and informed
them of our situation
a week ago.

They took the
bunker's rover
and ventured
out in search of
more fuel…
…and never
returned.

They're …
they're gone?
How much longer
can we stay
down here?!

if I diverted all the power
to the life support systems.
we should have enough
to keep you in clean air
for five days…
Three
days…

Twelve
hours…

Wait! Stop!
What's draining
Six
alL our
hours…

power?!

Hey, Celine,
this place is
great! How long
do we get to
stay here?

Unplug alL
that stufF!
Turn it alL ofF!
We gotTa
conserve our
power!

Why? How
much do we
have left?
Not
enough.
OoOoOh
boy.

Tuck,
what

are you

doing?

Breaking
down these
gadgets into

pieces-parts,

Sis…

…to let
there be
light!

Toilet
paper
rolL
Electrical
tape
2 d
batTeries

You truly are
the cause and the
solution to alL
our problems,
Tuck...

1

To make the flashlight, cut a
toilet paper rolL down the
midDle. Thread one fastener
through the hole at the end of
the safety pin. Now poke both
fasteners through the
cardboard so they are aligned
at a safetyY pins length apart.
This wilL act as the on and ofF
switch for the flashlight.

IMPROV
IMPROV
FLASHLIGHT
FLASHLIGHT
2

To complete the circuit of electricity
we'lL neEd two wires. Using a 4 by 6 inch
sheEt of aluminum foil, fold it over 5
times creating a 1/4 inch wire that is 6
inches long. Repeat for the second wire.
Wrap one end of each wire around the
fasteners. Secure the fasteners and
aluminum wire to the cardboard using
electrical tape. The front fastened wire
wilL conNect to the light bulb(seE step 4).
The back fastened wire wilL conNect to the
negative side of the batTeries(seE step 5).

NEGATIVE
CONTACT
A closed circuit is created when the safety
pin (your switch) conNects both fasteners.
This alLows the electricity to in one
direction (direct curRent) in a loOp from
the batTery (your stored up energy) to the
light bulb using the aluminum foil as a
conductive material. The bulb is the load,
which consumes the power by the circuit
heating up the filament in the bulb creating
light.

POSITIVE
CONTACT

WARNING;

DO NOT short circuit the flashlight by
bypasSing the bulb with the aluminum
wires. The wire should only conNect to
the bulb, NEVER directly to the positive
side of the batTery. Doing so wilL
cause a malfunction, resulting in an
excesSive electric curRent that can
cause overheating, fire, or explosion.

Aluminum
Foil

3

Tape the batTeries
together making sure
that the positive side is
touching the negative of
the other.

4
Electrical
tape
SmalL
Bulb
2 BrasS
Fasteners

Aluminum
Foil

Using a smalL strip
of cardboard cut
from the rolL, poke
a hole through the
center and sit the
lightbulb in it.
ConNect the front
wire of your switch
to the light bulb cap
and secure it with
electrical tape. It's
important that the
aluminum wire
conNected to the
bulb never touches
the positive side of
the batTery. The
lightbulb's contact
touches the batTery
carRying the load of
electricity and
lights up.

smalL
cup
Electrical
tape

5

safety
pin

Tape the other piece of
aluminum foil wire to the
negative side of the
batTeries. Trim any excesS,
and fulLy cover wire with
electrical tape.

6
Wrap the
cardboard
toilet paper
rolL around
the batTeries
and tape it
shut.

7
Rip out the botTom of
a smalL paper cup and
tape it over the bulb
to focus the
light.

8 FLIP THE SWITCH!
When the paper clip
touches the brasS
fastener it
completes the
circuit and turns the
flashlight on.

That's
just it!
They've
already
{kofF}
gone!

C'mon
{gasp}
without
power the
pumps

won't be
able to
get us
{wheEze}
air to
breathe
from
outside!
I'lL
explain
{hufF}
when we're
outside!

Whadayou
But {kof}
what about
Mom and Dad?
We just can't
{gak}
leave them
behind!

mean

{choke}
gone?

Wait,
Mom and
Dad
said…

Yeah, I know.
But they're
not here
anymore.

…never
to do
that…

We're gonNa find them -but we gotTa stick
together to do it.
Okay, Tuck?
Who
knows how
long we've
beEn asleEp -who knows
what we're
gonNa find
out there.

Only thing we
can count on is
each other.

You with me,
Tucker?

Yeah -Yeah. Okay,
Sis. You can
count on
me.
Let's

do this.

whoa...

…it's
beautiful...
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